
 

 

 

 

18th November 2021 

Dear Parent/Carer,  

Re: PE at MEA  

As you may be aware MEA has recently seen some exciting developments with regards to sporting facilities. We 

now have some of the best facilities in Manchester and perhaps the North West. As such we would like to raise 

the profile and increase standards within the PE department here at MEA. We would like to ensure every student 

across years 7-11 are wearing the mandatory PE kit.  

Ordering Information can be found below  

• MCS Uniform Stores https://www.mcsstores.co.uk/  

Furthermore, I would like to take this opportunity to confirm some of the policies with PE here at MEA: 

Kit Policy  

Our aim here is to ensure every student participates in PE and continues to exercise long after they have left 

MEA. To that end it is very important to us that your child arrives to PE in the correct Kit. If a student does not 

arrive to a PE lesson with kit, they will be asked to borrow one and will be placed on our Friday detention during 

break 1. Notes to excuse participation are also no longer accepted. If your child is injured or unwell, they still 

need to get changed into their PE kit and help in another capacity (timing, coaching or recording for example). 

Finally, the students taking GCSE as an option can purchase the GCSE PE kit. This is a black Nike kit available from 

Liss Sports online and is only available to students on the GCSE PE course or those intending to do it when they 

reach Year 10.  

PE in the Winter  

As the months get colder and wetter, we want our students to be prepared for lessons. To that end, students are 

encouraged to wear layers underneath their PE uniform. These will need to be blue or black and can be items 

such as tracksuit bottoms, jumpers and skins thermal wear. In the months when it is really cold, hats and gloves 

are also permitted. Coats or hooded tops cannot be worn in lessons, either underneath the uniform or on top.   

Valuables Policy    

We encourage students not to bring any valuable items to PE. If they do, they are required to hand them in to the 

teacher prior to the lesson starting. The valuables will then be locked away and retuned upon exiting the 

changing rooms. If valuables are not handed in the PE department, we cannot take any responsibility for any 

items going missing.  

Many thanks for your continued support. Please do get in touch with any questions j.kerwin@meacad.org.uk. For 

all things MEA PE please visit us on twitter @MEA_PE_Dept  

Yours faithfully 

J. Kerwin 
Mr. J. Kerwin 

Curriculum Lead for PE  
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